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Draft of Letter from Alexander Parris to Lt. Gov. Samuel T. Armstrong 
 
 

[written in Alexander Parris’s hand] 
 
       Boston     Sept. 29th 1835 
 
Sir 
 
 I had the hon[or] of receiving your note of the 25th inst[ant] in which your 
Excellency “wished to be informed what progress has been made in contracting for the 
wall [crossed out: and] or materials for the same on Rainsford Island, what is the present 
state?  What is the amount of expense already incurred?”  etc. 
 
 [This paragraph has been entirely crossed out:  Soon af[ter] I had the hon[or] of 
the appointment as agent of the work proposed at Rainsford Island, I went on to the 
Island and examined the site proposed for “erecting on such part of the shore of 
Rainsford Island a sea wall to protect said Island from the ravages of the sea.”] 
 
 Soon after I had the hon[or] of the appointmen[t] from your Excellency as agent 
“to carry into effect the object” or “cause a sea wall to be erected on such parts of the of 
the [sic] shore of Rainsford Island in” this “Harbor as may be necessary to protect said 
Island from the ravages of the sea” I went on to the Island [crossed out: and] examined 
the shores [crossed out: and] made all the necessary inquiry [crossed out: respecting to] 
of those whos[e] situation had made them acquainted with the effect of the sea on that 
Island for the last 10 or 15 years, and have had a survey made of that part of the Island 
which is most exposed “to the ravages of the sea,” [crossed out: which] a Plan of which 
is here with forward and marked No. 1 [crossed out: showing the island in its present 
state] with [crossed out: has, shows] all the needfull explanation [crossed out: and] 
showing the present state of the Island.  It appears that some 12 or 15 years ago there was 
considerable of a wall built by the [crossed out: city] Town of Boston which was then 
considered amply suffic[ient] to protect the Islan[d] [crossed out: for] from the force of 
the sea, [crossed out: there is now seventy one illegible upon the top of an, the line of]  
that wall is now nearly demolished the line of [crossed out: it] which is difficult at this 
time to locate[?];  the red line on Plan No. 1 shows nearly [crossed out: where] the course 
of that wall, however the stones of this wall although much scatered about the beach have 
been of great use serving as [a] Breakwater therefore [crossed out: and] has [crossed out: 
been] 
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in considerable measure “protected the Island from the ravages of the sea.”  I learn from 
those living on the Island that there has not much of the top of the Bank fell off for 
[crossed out: some] a year or two past but is graduly washed away by the rains wich 
takes the Earth within the reach of the waves of the sea and is carried off, at some points 
however the small stones which [crossed out: a loft] are loosend  [crossed out: when the] 
by [crossed out: the] washing away of the clay [crossed out: has] from the bank have 
rolled down and [crossed out: to] formd [crossed out: into a] a kind of protection to the 
banks of the Island. 
 
 No contracts have been made for either materials or labour, finding on enquiry 
that most of the people who would be likely to enter into contract for such a work were 
[crossed out: at this time] engaged [crossed out:  in other pr] for the present season on 
other works and could not untertake in this work untill the spring, and if the work had 
been begun at this latter part of the season the wall could not be completed before the 
heavy storms would be likely to [crossed out: set in and] come on and dstory that which 
was unfinished.  I also wished to [crossed out: take] have an opportunity to examine the 
works of a similar nature which have been done at the other Islands in this [crossed out: 
Harbour] Habor before forming a plan of the work to be done [crossed out: on this 
Island] for the protection of this Island, therefore I have viseted both Deer and Georges 
Island and examind those works there built by the U. S. Government, with a view of 
assertaining what the effect the sea has been on them.  After carefully examning those 
works and the solution of Rainsford Island I have formed a Plan of such a wall as I think 
will be the best and cheapest for this situation.  [crossed out: I propose for] The 
improvements [crossed out: and] which I propose, are shown and explaned on Plan No. 2 
which [crossed out: are] is herewith [crossed out:  forwarded] annexed.  
 
 It is found by experance that there is nothing that so much tends to quash and 
disperse a wave when it is raised and sits breaking upon a sloping beach;  on this account 
I have proposed in the Plan of the construction of a sea wall to have but [crossed out: 
what] 3 to 4 feet of wall  
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above the slopes on which the waves are to spend their forces.  This slope as proposed is 
[crossed out:  to be] rased up to the height of the highest tide ever known and [crossed 
out: then] two courses of stone from one foot six inches to two feet rise, the top course to 
recede about six inches from the other [crossed out: and from the] the cap or top stone to 
be of large stone and well put together [crossed out: with a] pavement [crossed out: back 
to keep] to the eadge of the Bank to prevent the spray of the sea from washing the earth 
from said bank as proposed.  The expense I have estimated at $13.50 per running foot, 
the whole length of line of the wall as shown by the plan is 1300 feet but the two extra 
ends at C. and D. will require but [crossed out: little] a slight wall for some distance, 
[crossed out: so those] calculating for 1000 feet of wall will amount to $13,500.  I have 
not calculated any thing for the grading and sodding the bank.  



 
 The Eastty Point of the Island is the most exposed and [crossed out: should this 
part of the Island] wants [crossed out: the] to be attended too as soon as practable there 
fore I propopes to immediatly enter into contract for the materials to build about 300 feet 
[crossed out: which] from A. to B. [?] on Plan No. 2 which includes the curved part of 
the wall.  [crossed out: if, and should there not be any more funds raised a few more 
Rubble stones brought (together with what are now on the ground) and placed along 
where the wall is proposed to be built if laid up] 
 
 I concive it very important [crossed out: to have] that this part of the Island 
[crossed out: from] should be protected, [crossed out: it shows by] it may be seen by the 
plan that this Eastty point is very narrow and about 47 feet above orderny high water and 
15 to 20 feet of the top is perpendicular and at top overhanging - this point is the principal 
[crossed out: part of] protition of the wharf [crossed out: also, and the other Hospital 
buildings] it receives the whole force of the sea from the North-East and eastly direction 
from which we have our heaviest gales [crossed out: come in great force].   
 
 [crossed out:  The expense already incured is very trifling and nothing has been 
done excep[t] to surveying and making Plans for the works] I am of opinion that it would 
be of considerable service and protition to this Point to immediately collect and lay along 
the shore about where the old wall was, such stones as are now laying [crossed out: 
safely] promisly on the beach, this tempory wall would serve to prevent the earth which 
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which is washed down by the rains from being carried of by the [crossed out: wash of] 
waves of the sea.  
 
 The expense already incured is very [crossed out: incons] triflin[g] nothing has 
been done except making surveys and Plans [crossed out: of the prop].  If your 
Excellency should think it advisable I will immediately set some workmen to making 
tempory wall as proposed which will take but a few days work [crossed out: and had best 
to] which could be done soon. Contracts for the principal work can best be made this fall 
so that the work may be begun early next spring.  
 
 
[written in another hand] 
His Excellency Samuel T. Armstrong 
Lieutenant Governor of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
 
 
[written in a third hand, along the right edge] 
To S. T. Armstrong 
Sept. 29th 1835 


